
GEWA Maxi is a big, robust and easy-to-use remote control, 
which helps you to manage the equipment in your house. 
You can control your TV, sound system and lights, as well as 
open and close windows and doors. 

If you have impaired mobility, vision, or if you struggle to  
understand a normal remote control, GEWA Maxi will guide 
you with pictures and buttons.  

GEWA Maxi allows you to be more independent. You can 
make your own decisions, and not rely on help from family 
members or other carers.

Art.nr 461130

Big and easy to understand
GEWA Maxi 



GEWA MAXI MAKES DIFFICULT TASKS EASIER
Traditional remote controls often have too many 
buttons that are too small. They can be difficult to 
see, understand and press. Sometimes, you need 
more than one remote to watch TV, e.g. if you 
have a cable-box connected to the TV. 

GEWA Maxi gives you a limited number of big 
buttons, that only show what you are wanting 
to control. Moreover, the press of a button can 
generate a series of events, e.g. first you switch on 
the cable-box and then the TV.

EASY TO MANAGE
You can start using your GEWA Maxi quickly. 
A guide will show you how to transfer  IR channels 
from the TV’s usual remote control. 

GEWA Maxi can be fastened to a table by using 
the included velcro strip. This will prevent it from 
sliding off or getting lost. In contrast to a traditional 
remote control, you do not need to aim GEWA 
Maxi at the equipment you wish to control.
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EASY TO UNDERSTAND
The buttons are adapted using supportive pictures 
that clearly symbolise what system the button 
controls.  

Picture overlays are easily created via Abilia’s website. 
A plastic sleeve protects the overlay against dirt 
and fluids. 

If you do not need to use all the 16 buttons, you 
can hide the unused buttons using plastic caps. 

EASY TO CONTROL
GEWA Maxi has 16 big buttons that only require 
a little bit of pressure. 

The buttons are lowered to facilitate that you hit 
the right button if you have tactile or motor-skill 
impairment.  

Confirmation in the form of sound, light and 
vibration provides feedback that you have pressed 
a button. 

If your hands shake, e.g. due to tremors, there 
is a possibility for activation delay. This means 
that a button must continue to be pressed for 
a selected amount of time before the choice is 
activated.
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  TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Length 242 mm

Width 160 mm

Front height   23 mm

Back height   42 mm

Weight 700 g

  ACCESSORIES

Product Artikelnr.

Plastic sleeve GEWA  Maxi 461172

Velcro strips GEWA Maxi 461173

Plastic caps 461175

  DELIVERS WITH

Plastic sleeve

Velcro strips

Plastic caps

Battery

Manual


